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There is a long and dynamic history of female artists giving form 
to the invisibility of female space: the space of a comment left unsaid, the 
space of an abandoned career, the space under your kitchen chair. Negative 
spaces are traditionally feminine spaces, and feminine spaces are those to 
be filled. Taken abstractly, it could be said that the act of filling these nega-
tive spaces is frequently imbued with aggression and agency; it often de-
pends on who is doing the filling.

Though it sounds hyperbolic at first, this logic can be seen in sever-
al contexts. The woman is a void that is filled sexually, as in the case of penis-in- 
vagina sex. Supposedly without feelings of her own, she is an empty recep-
tacle for the emotions she must summon in her partner, family, and cowork-
ers. One may think of males as neutral, or as the default subject position, 
as Simone de Beauvoir describes them in The Second Sex. In this sense, the 
word “man” stands in for all mankind, all people to include women. When 
women are referred to specifically, we are a special interest group separate 
from the purview of mankind. When “she” is of color, she is fractured even 
further into specialization and away from universality.

In her work, Nina Beier uses several visual metaphors that reflect 
these ideas of a gendered negative space: firstly, the stock image, which 
functions within the visual world of capitalism as a tabula rasa onto which 
we project our needs and desires; secondly, physical holes drilled into her 
sculptures or preexisting gaps in readymade objects such as vases; thirdly, 
in clothing, which is essentially an arrangement of malleable holes activated 
by the body; and lastly, the image of the female nude – in art historical con-
texts, where it is a commodity and an object of fantasy at once – as well as 
in the natural world, with the coco fesse, the fruit of a palm tree that resem-
bles a curvy butt. We could think of all of the aforementioned as contempo-
rary versions of the feminine: blank slates onto which we project that which 
we want to see reflected back, or holes that we must compulsively stuff.

To begin with stock images: the most successful are those that are 
blank or neutral enough to travel far and wide, and are applicable in all situ-
ations. Similarly, through their sterility and application in commercial 
graphic design, stock images are the feminine spaces of corporate culture: 
they absorb and reflect back to us whatever we insert. Beier has created a 
number of works that exploit such paradoxes of stock photography: while 
any number of meanings may be available in a given image, there is no one 
specific meaning inherent to any of them. Stock images are at once a form 
of creative production but also drained of all creativity, which is subordinat-
ed to their mass applicability. Overall, the production of these images privi-
leges their ability to be disbursed or purchased in the service of capital. 
While an artist may seek as much innovation as possible in their work, 
the stock photographer seeks the exact opposite: an emptiness that can 
be filled with generic desires. Furthermore, the emptiness in every stock 
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image is coded with one of limitless symbols or themes, which range from 
simple emotions, such as “happy” or “horrified,” to complex scenes, includ-
ing “exhausted modern woman juggling various pieces of technological 
and household items with Shiva arms” or “woman climbing a (corporate) 
ladder in a power suit.” 

In the 2011 series The Demonstrators (2011–), Beier prints stock im-
ages on posters and pastes them on everyday objects, provoking and jam-
ming abstract associations with the images in the vein of a Surrealist objet. 
For example, The Demonstrators (Solid Coffee Spill) (2014), pastes an image 
of spilled coffee beans on a white infinity background onto a white sink. 
The effect is such that the white infinity background mostly disappears into 
the sink, with the coffee seemingly sliding into the sink’s drain. The coffee, 
being brown, also brings to mind insects or fecal matter being in such a 
sterile environment. The Demonstrators (Sinking Coins) (2011–), festoons 
onto a trapeze a poster of coins being dropped into water and surrounded 
by air bubbles. Here, Beier brings together several motifs related to motion: 
motion in liquid form as the coins “drown” in water with a forceful splash; 
and motion through air, in the trapeze. 

During the production process, the artist convenes objects with 
strong signifying potential in a way that gives the arrangement potential to 
create a third, metaphorical meaning. These aesthetic scenarios jam mean-
ing, rather than elicit it. The component images, such as a spill of coffee, 
are placeholders for meaning but bear none. While Beier ’s own works are, 
like stock images, made to be filled with meaning, she creates scenarios 
in which she exacerbates the instability of signs, such as those relating to 
“loss” or “waste,” so that they stay open to interpretation, and remain emp-
ty or “unfilled.” One could say that Beier refuses to consummate the mar-
riage between stock image and meaning. This refusal makes their vacancy 
explicit, and provokes us to consider their function.

In Beier ’s series Plunge (2014–2015), she again juxtaposes empty 
signifiers but this time suspends objects in resin in gigantic drinking glass-
es or other transparent vessels. While all of the items implanted in resin 
are actual, non-representational objects, each mise-en-scène borrows 
motifs from the aesthetic language of stock photography. This is intensified 
by the resin’s layered effect, which refracts light: and the resin freezes 
these moments with a similar impenetrable glossiness of a photograph, 
creating sculptures that appear as glitched pools of water that are strangely 
two-dimensional. They appear as hermetic worlds. In a large champagne 
glass, actual dried fish are suspended in resin, seemingly swimming 
through a tiny ocean. In another novelty-sized glass, a faucet sinks into 
the resin, and pours out a stream of coins, which collect in the bottom of 
the glass like sand in an hourglass. In another, Beier suspends a knotted 
Hermès tie amid the resin. 

Allegory of Charity, 2015
Ceramic cups, coffee beans, resin, wood, metal, 46 x 52 cm 45



Beier has long used clothing in her work, where it functions as an 
empty space waiting to be filled by a body. If clothing on a body is sculptural, 
it comes across as flattened and pictorial without a body to activate it. 
Equally, stock images function much like mass-produced clothing – they are 
created to be as generic and consumable as possible, easily discarded and 
bought again for little investment.

Beier has turned her eye specifically toward one particular, gendered 
item of clothing in her recent work: the Hermès tie. Itself a sort of image 
bank, the design atelier Hermès has a very open design policy: freelancers 
submit image proposals that may depict almost anything apart from gore 
or sexual content. Beier’s aim in these works is to isolate instances illustrat-
ing the production of empty images, reflecting how this very emptiness is 
what moves our search for meaning. The works Women, Towers and Rugs; 
Vegetables and Hats; and Animals, Eggs and Chains (all 2015) each comprise 
Hermès ties spun around a down cocoon sleeping bag on a white fabric back-
ground, flattened by the framing process. The ties look like accent marks 
around the sleeping bags, which themselves recalling both a tornado and the 
writhing figures in Robert Longo’s “Men in the Cities” drawings (1979–1982). 
If the sleeping bag, which looks so similar to a mummified corpse, is a cipher 
for the body, the surrounding ties appear to constrain it. Beier here positions 
the body as under stress and constrained by a Western world view in which 
everything and anything in the apparently limitless abundance of the planet 
can be illustrated, objectified and ultimately made consumable. These images 
are directly connected to waste and loss, in that luxury goods are often used 
as status symbols that prove one has more than one needs. Hence, these im-
ages could be considered a subconscious expression of anxiety, and their 
connection to capital accrual somewhat dystopic. 

In Beier ’s 2013 sculpture, Wallet, she also contrasts such a notion 
of abundance with the idea of the feminine as negative space. While she 
refrains from the aesthetic of stock images here, their logic still applies. The 
artist stuffs “virgin” white cotton underwear into a vitrine, filling it complete-
ly. Although Wallet is in actuality a three-dimensional sculpture, it plays with 
the flatness of the viewing plane. In a 2014 iteration of the work, the artist 
shoves white, virgin underwear into a turtle shell – itself an empty container 
with five holes for legs and a head. The allusions here are particularly strik-
ing: if female genitalia is thought to be a “sheath” (“scheide” in German) 
and the turtle a “schildkröte” or “shield toad,” the vagina is alluded to both 
as something protected or shielded and virginal (the white underwear).

If gender becomes complex in such works, the female figure is de-
ployed as an art historical trope that functions as a stock image in Beier ’s 
2014 installation, Perfect Duty. Euro bills borrowed from friends are pinched 
under bronze female nudes, on loan from local art museums, which are laid 
upon carpets rented from a local carpet dealer. The cash, bronzes, and 
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Down jacket, feathers, 2 Hermes ties, synthetic insulation, nylon, frame 179.7 x 123.8 cm 46



carpets each are symbols of different kinds of value: monetary, cultural and 
labor value, respectively. The female nude is also referenced in Beier ’s 2015 
work, titled simply Female Nude (2015–). It comprises coco fesse perched 
atop a mound of fertilized dirt. The coco fesse (French for “coconut but-
tock”) is the nut of an endangered palm tree native to the Seychelles. 
The coco fesse is the largest plant seed on earth, and is a remarkable rep-
resentative of island gigantism, since a single one can weigh up to 30 kilo-
grams. The fertility that we project onto this seed, through how it looks akin 
to birthing hips, vaginas, and buttocks, has superseded the coco fesse’s 
own ability to procreate, as the seeds are more frequently collected than 
germinated and allowed to grow to maturation. 

Throughout her work, Beier similarly posits that our image-world 
is one in which meaning never matures or comes to fruition. It is not inher-
ent to images or objects but is instead both infinitely deferred and projected 
onto images and objects from the outside, often from the gendered realm of 
the social unconscious. Whether tactically filling up emptiness with loaded 
signifiers, or turning the emptiness itself into a loaded signifier, Nina Beier’s 
work speaks to the complexities of a world that is pregnant with meaning.

Female Nude, 2016
Thonet Chair, Cocos Nucifera (Coco Fesse), 89 x 56 x 43 cm 49




